TRANS PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP PRESS CONFERENCE

Date: Thursday, January 23, 2014
Time: 10:30 AM (Press conference will be held promptly at 10:30)
Place: Federal Plaza Square
219 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, IL 60604

Please join us with Congressional Representatives Jan Schakowsky and other Democrats who oppose Fast Track.

TPP: The Largest and Most Dangerous Trade Agreement You’ve Never Heard Of

- A Global Race to the Bottom Continues
- Negotiations being kept secret from the public but not from corporations
- US Sovereignty at risk
- Jobs will disappear – in all sectors
- Health and safety regulations at risk

Corporate Attack on Workers’ Power

- 60-year campaign to weaken and eliminate unions, led by U.S. Chamber of Commerce
- Limit collective bargaining coverage and oppose worker-friendly legislation
- Oppose worker organizing (firings, shut down threats, etc)
- Block Employee Free Choice Act